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Let A t be the first Weyl algebra over a field F of characteristic zero. We show 
that the category of At-modules of finite length is wild, despite the fact that every 
Ai-module of finite length is cyclic. In fact, the category of Ai-modules (not 
necessarily finitely generated) of socle-height 2 is wild in a very strong sense. 
Among the applications, we show: (i) Essentially any F-algebra can occur as the 
endomorphism algebra of an Ai-module of socle-height 2; (ii) A 1 has very large 
indecomposable modules of finite length; (iii) There is an HNP (hereditary 
Noetherian prime ring) that has indecomposable modules of finite length requiring 
arbitrary many generators. We also complete the basic theory of finitely generated 
modules over general HNPs, by showing that every such module is a direct sum of 
right ideals and homomorphic mages of right ideals, and by proving a simultane- 
ous decomposition theorem for an arbitrary projective module and submodule. 
© 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The first Weyl algebra A l = AI(F)  over a field F is the F-algebra 
defined by two generators x, y and the relation xy -yx  = 1. We are 
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interested in this algebra when F has characteristic zero. Then A 1 is a 
simple noetherian domain that is hereditary (every 1-sided ideal is a 
projective A 1-module) [MR2, Example 5.2.11(ii)]. 
By a result of Eisenbud and Robson [ER1, 3.1(b)], all A~-modules of 
finite length are cyclic; and a quite detailed study of the simple A~-mod- 
ules has been given by R. Block [B]. The reason that the detailed 
description of A~-modules of finite length was not progressed beyond 
these specialized results is that this category is "wild." 
The term "wild representation type" normally applies to finite dimen- 
sional F-algebras, and does not have a completely standard efinition. For 
a finite dimensional F-algebra A to have wild representation type, it is 
common to require A to have at least the following three properties: For 
every finite dimensional F-algebra R there is a functor 3rR from fmod(R), 
the category of all finite dimensional (right) R-modules, to fmod(A) such 
that: (i) N - N' as R-modules if and only if 5rR(N) ~ o~-8(N') as A-mod- 
ules; (ii) 5rR distributes over finite direct sums; and (iii) N is an indecom- 
posable R-module if and only if ~-R(N) is an indecomposable A-module. 
In particular, any classification of all isomorphism classes of finite 
dimensional A-modules would include a classification of all isomorphism 
classes of finite dimensional modules over all finite dimensional F-alge- 
bras. Stronger versions of the definition can include non-finite-dimensional 
R-modules, or require that 9- R preserve some of the morphism structure 
of the category of R-modules, in addition to isomorphism classes of 
modules. (See [G, C1, C2].) The surprising fact, to readers new to the 
subject, is that most finite dimensional lgebras have wild representation 
type. (See [G].) 
Our first main result is that A 1 has wild type in the following strong 
sense: Let R be any F-algebra that is generated by less than ~, elements, 
where R, is the first (uncountable) strongly inaccessible cardinal. Then [see 
Definitions 1.1] there is a full exact embedding JR of Mod(R), the 
category of all (right) R-modules, into Mod(A~). Moreover, ~R(M) has 
socle-height 2 whenever M 4:0 and, if R is a finitely generated F-algebra, 
~-R takes finite dimensional R-modules to Al-modules of finite length. 
Thus, the rather tiny subcategory of Mod(A~) consisting of modules of 
socle height 2 contains a complete copy of Mod(R), including its mor- 
phism groups, for every F-algebra R generated by less than R, elements. 
We prove the existence of this functor in Section 2. 
We do not know precisely which module-theoretic properties in Mod(R) 
(beyond exact sequences) urvive in Mod(A~). One thing that does survive 
is endomorphism rings. (This is true, also, in the more traditional setting 
of finite dimensional algebras.) One consequence is the following fact, 
showing the enormity of the collection of isomorphism classes of A~-mod- 
ules of socle-height 2: Every F-algebra R generated by less than I~ elements 
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is the endomorphism algebra of some A l-module M of socle-height 2. 
Moreover, if R is finite dimensional, then the Al-mOdule M can be chosen 
to have finite length. This extends a result of Farkas and Snider [FS] and 
Quebbemann [Q], who showed that every finite dimensional division 
F-algebra is the endomorphism algebra of some simple A j-module. 
A l is an example of an HNP ring ("hereditary right and left Noetherian 
prime ring"). HNP rings generalize commutative Dedekind domains and 
the hereditary orders studied in integral representation theory. HNP rings 
are especially interesting, module-theoretically, because their f.g. (finitely 
generated) modules are better understood than f.g. modules over any 
other class of Noetherian, non-Artinian rings. Every f.g. module is a direct 
sum of right ideals of the ring and a module of finite length. (See Section 4 
for more details about this.) In the case of commutative Dedekind do- 
mains or the hereditary orders studied in integral representation theory, 
every module of finite length is a direct sum of unfaithful, uniserial 
modules (modules with a unique composition series). However, general 
HNPs can have faithful modules of finite length, and these need not be 
direct sums of uniserial modules. 
An example of this is the ring A~. Since it is a simple ring, all of its 
modules are faithful and, as mentioned above, every A l-module M of 
finite of length is cyclic. McConnell and Robson [MR1, 6.1] gave an 
example of an indecomposable A l-module of finite length that is not 
uniserial. The module that they construct has a unique minimal submod- 
ule; and a dual construction would yield an indecomposable module with a 
unique maximal submodule. Thus it is natural to ask whether all indecom- 
posable A~-modules of finite length have some sort of "localness" property 
(other than a local endomorphism ring). 
To show that the answer is an emphatic "no," we construct, for every 
positive integer n, an indecomposable A~-module of finite length and 
socle-height 2, such that each socle layer has length > n. To see how far 
this module is from having any kind of localness property, we note that it 
is a sum of uniserial submodules of length 2. Perhaps some sort of poetic 
justice is served by the fact this module has the form 9-R(N), where 5zR is 
the embedding discussed earlier, and N is a uniserial R-module! This 
shows, incidentally, that our full exact embeddings Y-R are quite far from 
preserving the lattice of submodules of an R-module. 
For more general HNP rings, an example of Eisenbud, McConnell, and 
Robson shows that indecomposable modules of finite length need not be 
cyclic [MR1, 6.3]. The indecomposable module they construct requires two 
generators. By applying a more general version of the functor ~-n we show 
that the HNP that they use has indecomposable modules of finite length 
that require arbitrarily many generators. It will follow from the main result 
of Section 4 that every module of finite length, over this HNP, is a 
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homomorphic image of a right ideal of the ring, even though the module 
can require arbitrarily many generators. Consequently, this ring has right 
ideals that require arbitrarily many generators. 
The above examples are constructed in Section 3. In that section we also 
consider examples of infinitely generated A l-modules of socle-height 2, 
showing that one can play all of the parlor tricks that are familiar with 
finite dimensional algebras of wild type: Any direct-sum relation that holds 
for modules over any F-algebra generated by less than R, elements has a 
counterpart for A~-modules of socle-height 2. For example, direct-sum 
cancellation fails in nontrivial ways. Also, there exist A~-modules of 
socle-height 2 without indecomposable direct summands, and there exists 
a module M such that, for every integer n > 2, M can be written as the 
direct sum of n indecomposable modules. 
Finally, in Section 4 we put a finishing touch on the theory of f.g. 
modules over an arbitrary HNP ring F. Eisenbud and Robson proved that 
if every proper (2-sided) ideal of F contains an invertible ideal, then every 
F-module of finite length is the direct sum of unfaithful uniserial modules 
and a cyclic module whose composition factors are faithful. (See Section 4 
for more about this.) We complete this structure theory by dropping the 
hypothesis about "enough invertible ideals," and restating the theory 
appropriately: We show that every F-module of finite length is the direct 
sum of uniserial modules annihilated by invertible ideals and a submodule 
V of a cyclic module such that no composition factor of V is annihilated 
by an invertible ideal. Moreover, V is a homomorphic image of a uniform 
right ideal of F. Our proof makes extensive use of Goodearl and Warfield's 
theory of extensions of simple modules over HNPs [GW]. 
It follows that every f.g. module over any HNP ring is a direct sum of 
right ideals and their homomorphic images, thus restoring the spirit of the 
fundamental theory of abelian groups that motivated the subject of mod- 
ules over HNPs. 
As an application we prove a simultaneous decomposition theorem for 
an arbitrary f.g. projective module and submodule over an arbitrary HNP, 
extending results previously proved for special classes of HNPs. 
1.1. DEFINITIONS. Let G: ~¢ ~ ~' be a functor between categories of 
modules. G is called additive if, for all M, N ~¢ '  the induced map 
G(M, N): Hom~,(M, N)  ~ Hom~(G(M) ,  G(N)) is a homomorphism of 
abelian groups. The rings we consider will be F-algebras, and we call G 
F-linear if every G(M, N) is an F-linear map. An additive functor G is 
called a full embedding if every G(M, N) is a bijection; and G is called a 
full exact embedding if, in addition, G takes exact sequences of modules to 
exact sequences of modules. 
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A full embedding G is called a category equivalence .a  --~q~ if every 
object in ~'  is isomorphic to G(M) for some M. 
Let G be a full embedding. Then M =- N if and only if G( M ) -- G( N ), 
because M -= N if and only if there exist f :  M ~ N and g: N ~ M such 
that both compositions fg and gf equal identity maps. Moreover, M is 
indecomposable if and only if G(M) is indecomposable, because M is 
indecomposable if and only if the ring Hom~,(M, M) has no nontrivial 
idempotent elements. We shall have frequent use for the fact that all 
additive functors distribute over finite direct sums [Rt, Example 2.24, p. 33]. 
The socle, soc(M), of a module M is its largest semisimple submodule. 
The socle series of M is defined to be the sequence of submodules 
0=S 0__S I_cS 2_c . . .  of M such that S l =soc(M) ,  Sz /S  I =soc(M/  
$1), $3/S 2 = soc(M/$2),  and so on. The modules Si/Si_ 1 are called the 
socle layers of M. We say that M has socle-height 2 if M = Sz but 
M¢S 1. 
Our full embedding 9- R turns out to have the property that ~rt~(M) has 
socle-height exactly 2 (and no simple direct summands) whenever M 4: 0. 
Thus, by slight abuse of terminology, we sometimes ignore the zero 
module and refer to 5rR as a functor from Mod(R) to the category of 
A~-modules of socle-height 2. 
A cardinal number II is called inaccessible if it is uncountable and 
II > Ej~ai l j  whenever I1 > llj for every j and II > IS?l (the cardinality of 
/2). An inaccessible cardinal is called strongly inaccessible if 11 > 2 ~' 
whenever 11 > W. We reserve the notation II, for the first strongly inaccessi- 
ble cardinal. The uncountability restriction is included in this definition to 
exclude I% (which would otherwise be strongly inaccessible). It is not 
known whether strongly inaccessible cardinals exist. In fact, it is consistent 
with the usual axioms of set theory that such cardinals do not exist [Sc, 
p. 343]. Thus the hypothesis that an algebra be generated by less than II 
elements might be no restriction at all. 
We make the nontriviality assumption that HNP rings F are not 
Artinian. As mentioned above, modules of finite length over such rings can 
be faithful. However, they are always "torsion" modules, in the following 
sense: For an element m of any F-module, mF has finite length if and 
only if md = 0 for some regular element d ~ F. This follows from [ER1, 
1.3], together with the fact that every essential right ideal in a prime right 
Goldie ring contains a regular element [MR2, Proposition 2.3.5(ii)]. 
Finally, as suggested in the title of this paper, every A~-module M of 
socle-height 2 is a torsion module. [Proof. If some m ~ M satisfies 
md~O for all nonzero d~A l, then mA~ would be ~A I. But the 
integral domain A~ has no simple submodules because no element is 
annihilated by a maximal, hence nonzero, right ideal.] 
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2. BASIC WILDNESS CONSTRUCTION 
2.1. Notation. Let F be any field and F an F-algebra (which can be 
infinite dimensional). We suppose that there exist simple (right) F-mod- 
ules S 1, S 2, S 3, S 4, S 5, T such that (i)-(iii) hold: 
(i) The simple modules S t, S 2, S 3, S 4, S 5, T are pairwise nonisomor- 
phic. 
(ii) The endomorphism rings Endr(S  i) and Endr (T )  equal F (i.e., 
equal the ring of multiplications by elements of F). 
(iii) For each i, 1 < i < 5, there exists a nonsplit extension T ~ V~ 
S i. (2.1.1) 
Thus each V/ is uniserial of length 2, with rad(V/) = soc(V,) = T and 
Vi /T= S r Note that restriction from V, to T induces a map from 
Endr(V/) to Endr(T) ,  and Homr(S  i, T) = 0 implies that this map is in 
fact an injection. Since clearly F __c_ Endr(V/), it follows that Endr(V/) = F. 
In this section we write all module homomorphisms on the right. We do 
this for consistency with our matrix notation, in which homomorphisms are 
often represented by right multiplication by matrices over F. In other 
sections of this paper, where matrices do not play a role, we often use 
ordinary left-sided functional notation. 
We organize our wildness proof as follows. First we prove that families 
of modules S i, T, V~ (as above) exist, both for the F-algebra AI(F) and for 
a suitable idealizer subring A of it. Then, assuming that F is any 
F-algebra with modules satisfying (2.1.1), we construct a category 7/'/ 
("wild") of F-modules of socle-height 2 and a full exact embedding 9-: 
Mod(F(xI, x2))--) ~, where F(XI, X2) is the free F-algebra on two 
generators. A result of Brenner and Ringel shows that, for virtually any 
F-algebra R, there is a full exact embedding ~'n from the category 
Mod(R) into the category Mod(F(x  l, x2)). Our desired embedding 9-R: 
Mod(R) ~ Mod(A l) is then the composition of "~R and S r. 
2.2. Remark. (Relation to previous results.) Let N be an arbitrary 
F(x  1, x 2) module. Then N is an F-vector space on which the action of x 1 
and x 2 is given by multiplication by (finite or infinite) matrices X l and 
X z, respectively. Now let F be any F-algebra having modules S i, T, V i 
satisfying (2.1.1). The key step that transfers the F(x~, x2)-module struc- 
ture of N to the F-module structure of 9- (N)  is given by the composite 
matrix displayed in (2.11.1). This is the same composite matrix that was 
used by Brenner in [Br, Proof of Proposition 2] and, in more modern form 
in [E, 1.9.6]. 
In both of these sources, F is a finite dimensional F-algebra, and critical 
use is made of the bijection between isomorphism classes of indecompos- 
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able projective F-modules and simple F-modules given by eF--* e l ' /  
e(rad F), where e runs through the primitive idempotents of F. This 
correspondence is not available in our more general situation. For exam- 
ple, A~ is an integral domain (and so has no nontrivial idempotents), and 
has radical zero. But it has infinitely many nonisomorphic simple modules. 
In our adaptation of this earlier procedure, we work directly with the 
nonsplit extensions V 1, V 2, V 3, 1,'4, V s. More precisely, we work in a full 
subcategory of Mod(F)  whose objects are certain (possibly infinite) amal- 
gamated irect sums of these nonsplit extensions, where the amalgamation 
relations are specified by the matrices XI and X 2. The F-modules thus 
formed have socle-height 2 because all of the amalgamation relations lie in 
the radical of the direct sums. See the precise definition in 2.5, below. 
Consider A 1 = Aj(F), where F has characteristic 0. By [MR2, Example 
5.2.11(ii)], A~ is a hereditary, simple, right and left Noetherian domain. By 
simplicity of A~, every Al-mOdule is faithful. Moreover, every A~-module 
of finite length is cyclic [MR2, Corollary 5.7.3(i)]. 
Let A be the idealizer A = HAt(C) = {x ~ AI]XC c_ C} of a maximal 
right ideal C of A 1. Then A is a hereditary Noetherian domain with 
exactly one proper 2-sided ideal, namely C [Rb 5.3]. 
2.3 LEMMA. Let F have characteristic zero. Then: 
(i) F = AI(F)  has modules atisfying (2.1.1). 
(ii) For some maximal right ideal C of AI(F), the idealizer ring 
A = HAt(C) also has a family of modules satisfying (2.1.1), and such that 
S 1 = A~ C. Moreover, for every positive integer n the A-module (SI) tn) 
requires n generators. 
Proof. (i) Let F= AI(F) and for every polynomial p ~ F[y] let 
S(x + p) = F /  (x + p)F. Then: 
(i) S(x + p) is a simple F-module with Endr(S(x  + p)) = F; 
(ii) S(x + p) = S(x + q) ~ p = q; and (2.3.1) 
(iii) Ext]-(S(x + p), S(x + q)) ~ 0 • deg(p - q) ~ 0. 
Simplicity of S(x + p) was observed in [MR1 paragraph before 5.6], and 
the fact that Endr(S(x  + p)) = F was observed in the proof of [MR1, 
5.8]. Statement (2.3.1)(ii) is [MR1, 5.6], and (2.3.1)(iii) is part of [MR1, 5.8]. 
Thus one of the many possible ways to satisfy conditions (2.1.1) is to 
take T = S(x)  and S i --- S(x + iy) (1 < i < 5). This completes the proof 
of (i). 
(ii) Let F = AI(F) as in part (i) of this proof, and let A = I I r (C) 
where C is any maximal right ideal of F. (We will further restrict C later.) 
We need the following properties of F versus A. Every simple F-module 
S ~ 1" /C  remains simple as a A-module [Rb, 1.3(a)]. F /C  is uniserial of 
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length 2, as a A-module, and its unique composition series comes from 
F D A D C [Rb, 1.3(b)(ii)]. Moreover, every uniserial F-module remains 
uniserial as a A-module [Rb, 1.5(iii)]. 
Now let C = (x + y)F,  and S 1 = A/C .  By the definition of an ideal- 
izer, A/C  is the endomorphism ring of the F-module F /C .  Therefore, by 
(2.3.1)(i), A~ C = F. Since C is a 2-sided ideal of A we have SIC = 0, and 
therefore the simple A-module Sl is canonically an F-vector space of 
dimension 1. Therefore (Sl) ~n~ requires n generators as an F-module, and 
hence as a A-module, as desired. 
To complete our definitions of the simple A-modules satisfying (2.1.1), 
consider the simple F-modules T = F /xF  = S(x)  and Si = F / (x  + iy)F 
= S(x + iy) (2 _< i _< 5), and recall that these simple F-modules remain 
simple as A-modules. We proceed to verify the remaining properties listed 
in (2.1.1). 
By (2.3.1)(iii) there is a nonsplit short exact sequence T ~ W -~ F /C  of 
F-modules. The uniserial F-module W of length 2 remains uniserial as a 
A-module, and its unique minimal F-submodule is T, which remains 
A-simple. Let V l be the unique A-submodule of W of length 2. Then 
I / i / T  is isomorphic to the unique minimal A-submodule S l = A/C  of 
F /C .  Thus we have (2.1.1)(iii) for i = 1. 
By (2.3.1)(iii) there is a nonsplit short exact sequence T ~ V~. -~ S i of 
F-modules for 2 < i _< 5. Since T and S i remain simple as A-modules, V/ 
has A-composition length 2, and since uniserial F-modules remain unise- 
rial as A-modules, each V i is A-uniserial. This completes the proof of 
(2.1.1)(iii). 
To complete the proof of (2.1.1)(i)we need to prove that the A-modules 
S I . . . . .  S 5, T are pairwise nonisomorphic. Since SIC = 0 while T and the 
other S i are faithful, we can ignore S r We know, by part (i) of this proof, 
that the remaining modules are pairwise nonisomorphic F-modules. 
Therefore the proof of (i) is completed by Lemma 2.4(i), below. 
Now we prove (2.1.1)(ii) in the present situation. Again we can ignore 
S I. The remaining modules are F-modules, and we already know that heir 
F-endomorphism rings equal F. Thus it suffices to show that every 
A-endomorphism ~ is a F-endomorphism. Note that ~ ® 1 is a F-endo- 
morphism of S ®A F. By Lemma 2.4(ii) we can make F-linear identifica- 
tions S ®A F = S ®F F = S. The proof is now easily completed. II 
2.4. LEMMA. Let F be a ring, C a right ideal of  F such that FC  = F, 
and A a subring of F containing C. Then for any F-module S we have: 
(i) S ®A F ---- S as F-modules. 
(ii) The natural F-module surjection S ~l F -~ S ®r F is an isomor- 
phism. 
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Proof. Since S is a F-module we have S ®r F ~ S as F-modules. It 
therefore suffices to prove (ii). 
Suppose that Zisi ® "Yi = 0 in S ®r F. Then ~iSiTi = 0 in S. By hypoth- 
esis we have an expression Ejxjcj = 1 with each xj ~ F and cj ~ C. 
Therefore, as in the proof of [Rb, 2.1], we have the following relation in 
S~ F. 
o = Es ,  xicj  , ® 1 = Esix  ® = Es ,  x cj ® = Es ,  ® ! 
i , j  i , j  i , j  i 
2.5. The Category 7f. Let F be an F-algebra satisfying the conditions 
of 2.1. Consider a F-module surjection p: W -* M such that: 
(i) W = ~5i= tW/, where W/= V, ~°',) [direct sum of w i copies of V,. 
for some cardinal number ~o i, with V/ as in (2.1.1)]; 
(ii) ker(p) N IV/= 0 for each index i; and 
(iii) ker(p) c soc(W). (2.5.1) 
We call such a surjection p a separating presentation of M. Let 7f  be the 
category consisting of all F-modules M that have separating presenta- 
tions, and all F-module homomorphisms M --* M' with M, M' in 7f. 
We note that every nonzero M ~ 7 f  has socle-height 2. This height is at 
most 2 because W is a direct sum of uniserial modules V, of length 2. The 
height is exactly 2 because, by condition (2.5.1Xii), M contains an isomor- 
phic copy of at least one V i. 
Next we explain the spirit of the term "separating presentation." M is 
the sum of its submodules (Wi)p; and (W/)p ~ 14// by (2.5.1)(ii). Thus M is 
an amalgamated direct sum of the W,.; and by (2.5.1)(iii) these amalgama- 
tions take place in the socle of W. We shall show (Corollary 2.9) that the 
separating presentation p: W --- M is uniquely determined by the isomor- 
phism class of M. Thus W "separates" the amalgamations that were used 
to form M. We begin by listing some basic facts. 
2.6. LEMMA. Let p: W -, M be a separating presentation. Then: 





soc(M) is a direct sum of copies of T, and soc(M) = rad(M). 
IV/soc(W) ~ M~ soc(M) ~ $~= tS[ '°i). 
(i) This holds because soc(V/) = rad(V/) =- T for every i. 
Next we note that (rad(W))p = rad(M), since ker(p)___ soc(W)= 
rad(W). For the same reason, we have IV/rad(W) ~- M/rad(M);  so (iii) 
holds as soon as we prove (ii). 
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(ii) The previous paragraph and (i) show that rad(M) is a direct sum 
of copies of T and therefore rad(M) c soc(M). Thus it suffices to prove 
equality; and this is more work than one might expect. 
Since rad(M) _ soc(M), we can write soc(M) = rad(M) • H for some 
semisimple module H. We have H -= soc(M) / rad(M)  _ M~ rad(M) --- 
W~ rad(W) ~ ~=lS~ '°'). Suppose, by way of contradiction, that H 4= 0. 
Then H has a submodule X --- Sz for some index i. Since Sg is simple, 
hence cyclic, we have X c_ (W')p where W' is the direct sum of a finite 
number of the summands Vi of W. So (after suitable renumbering) we may 
write 
x (w ' )p  = (vF"  • . . .  • vF Op, 
where e I . . . . .  e 5 are all finite. We have V/CO ~ (vi(ei))p, by (2.5.1)(ii). Since 
soc(V,.)---T, the modules soc(V/(O) ----soc[(V/t°)p] are direct sums of 
copies of T. Since the simple module X is isomorphic to S i, we therefore 
have that X A (V/(O)p = 0. Thus, X • (V/O)p c_ (W')p. This is a contra- 
diction since X • (V,.CO)p has ei + 1 composition factors isomorphic to 
Si, while W' has only e i such composition factors. This contradiction 
completes the proof that soc(M) c_ rad(M). II 
2.7. LEMMA. Let p: W ~ M and p' : W' : W' ~ M' be separating presen- 
tations. Then: 
(i) For every f ~ Homr(M,  M') and every index i, we have (Wi)pf c_ 
(w,.')p'. 
(ii) For every 6) ~ Homr(W, W') and every index i, we have (W,.)6) c_ 
Wi'. 
Proof. (i) Let us write M i = (W/)p and M" = (W/)p'. Then f induces 
a homomorphism f: /~ = M~ soc(M) ~ M' = M' /soc(M' ) .  Let /~i de- 
note the image of M i in /~. Then ~r~ W/soc(W) - -  ~si=lS}~), from 
which it follows immediately that M i ~ S} '°~). Since a similar decomposi- 
tion holds for M', and the S; are pairwise nonisomorphic, it follows that 
(Mi) f c_ M[. Therefore (Mi) f c_ M[ + soc(M'). Semisimplicity of soc(M') 
shows that M; + soc(M') = M" • H for some submodule H of soc(M'); 
and therefore (Mi) f c M[ • H. To show that (Mi) f  c_ M[, it now suffices 
to show that Homr(Mi,  H)= 0; and for this, it suffices to show that 
Homr(M i, soc(M')) = 0. 
But, by (2.5.1)(ii), M i -- W i -- V,.('O; and by Lemma 2.6, soc(M') is a 
direct sum of copies of T. It therefore suffices to show that Homr(V  ~, T) 
= 0. This is immediate since T is simple and V i is uniserial with V,./ 
rad(V/) -- S i ~ T. 
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(ii) This follows immediately from statement (i), once we note that 
the module W is in the category 7f  (where the separating presentation is 
just the identity map from W to itself), as is the module W'. II 
2.8. THEOREM. Let p: W -~ M and p' : W'  ~ M'  be separating presenta- 
tions. Then: 
(i) Every F-homomorphism f: M--* M'  can be lifted uniquely to a 
F-homomorphism O: W ~ W' such that p f  = Op'. 
(ii) I f  f is one-to-one or onto, then 6) has the same property. 
Proof. (i) Since W = ~;s=jW//, it suffices to lift each restricted map f:  
(W,.)p ~ M' to a map 6)/ W,. ---, W'. By Lemma 2.7, (W~)pf c (W/)p'; and 
by (2.5.1)(ii), p' restricts to an isomorphism from W/ to (W,.')p'. Hence 
Oi = pf(p' lWi ')  -1 is a well-defined map from IV/ to W,.' and accomplishes 
the desired lifting. 
For the uniqueness, it suffices to show that, if f = 0, then O = 0. As 
above, for this it suffices to show that (W,.)6) = 0. Now (W,.)Op' = (W,.)pf 
= 0. But (W,.)O c W,.' by Lemma 2.7; and p' is monic on W,.', by (2.5.1)(ii). 
Hence (W,.)6) = 0. 
(ii) By Lemma 2.7, the map 6) is a diagonal map O = ~i=5 iOi, where 
Oi: ~ ---, W,.' for each index i. Thus, it suffices to show that each 6)~ is 
one-to-one (onto) if the homomorphism f is. But p and p' are one-to-one 
when restricted to W~ and W/, respectively, and by Lemma 2.7, (Wi)pf  c_ 
(~')p ' .  Therefore, 0 i = pf (p ' [W/)  - l  is clearly one-to-one (onto) if f is 
one-to-one (onto). II 
Taking f to be the identity map immediately ields the promised 
uniqueness of separating presentations: 
2.9. COROLLARY. I f  p: W ~ M and p': W' -~ M are separating presen- 
tations of  a F-module M, then there is an isomorphism 6): W- -  W' such 
that p = Op'. 
The above corollary contains only a small part of the strength of 
Theorem 2.8. What the theorem really states is: The category 7¢ F is 
equivalent to the category of  separating presentations of  modules in 7 f  , and 
this equivalence lifts monomorphisms and surjections of  the covering mod- 
ules. We proceed to restate this in a notation that will be useful in 
subsequent results. 
Let sp~;¢ ~ be the category whose objects are inclusions (K_  W) of 
F-modules such that IV /K  ~ 7#" and the natural map W ~ W/K  is a 
separating presentation of W/ K. A morphism O: (K  c_ W)  ~ (K'  c W')  
in spT//" is defined to be a morphism of inclusions, that is, a F-module 
homomorphism 6): W --, W' such that O(K)  ~ K'. We call the morphism 
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~9 an isomorphism if the F-module map 0: W~ W' (along with its 
restriction 0: K ~ K' )  has this property. With this terminology, we can 
restate Theorem 2.8 as follows. 
2.10. COROLLARY. The additive F-linear functor that sends an object 
(K c_ W) of spgf to the module I4,'/K is an equivalence of categories 
sp7//'-= 7//. Moreover, this functor takes monomorphisms of inclusions to 
monomorphisms of modules and surjections of inclusions to surjections of 
modules. 
2.11. The Functor ~-. Let F(x~, x 2) be the free F-algebra on genera- 
tors x I and x 2. Given a (right) F(x l, x2)-module N, we note that each x~ 
acts on N as an F-linear transformation X /~ EndF(N).  Let w = w(N) 
= dimF(N). If we make some (F-linear) identification N = F ~°), then 
each )(1. becomes right multiplication by a unique (possibly infinite) 
matrix. We use the notation X/ for both this matrix and its associated 
linear transformation. 
Let T be the simple F-module in (2.1.1). Since Endr (T )= F, the 
matrix X /can  act via right multiplication on T ~'~). This yields an F-algebra 
isomorphism Endr (T  ~'°)) ~ EndF(F~'°)), which we regard as equality. Thus, 
we also have X /~ Endr(T<'°)). 
The next step in the construction of ~- (N)  is to define an inclusion 
K(N) c_ W(N) of F-modules, where W(N) has socle-height 2. Let W(N) 
= ~/5=lV/~'°) (the direct sum of ~o copies of V/ for each index i) and 
K(N) = T ~°') • T ~'°) Then we have right multiplication by the matrix 
1 1 0 1 1 ) 
~N = 1 0 1 X 1 X2 " (T(°')) (2) ~ (T('°)) (5). (2.11.1) 
Since each soc(V,.) = T, we can view (2.11.1) as a map 
K(N)  = (T~°)) '2) L__~u (T,,O)),5)c_ ~/=,Vi~,o) = W(N) .  (2.11.2) 
It is clear from the form of the matrix in (2.11.1) that ~N is one-to-one. We 
set  
~r( N) = W( N) /  ( K( N) )eN. (2.11.3) 
To make S r into a functor, we need to define its effect on a given 
homomorphism g: N --0 N'  of F(x~, x2)-modules. After making an iden- 
tification N'  = F ('°'), analogous to that made for N, the map g becomes 
right multiplication by a unique matrix, over F, that we again call g. This 
enables g to act, via right multiplication, as a F-homomorphism: B ('°) 
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B (~°') where 
following diagram make sense. 
K(N)  (T(,O))(2) ,N = ---o W(N)= (~7=lV/('°) 
K(N ' )  = (T(")) (2) iu__~ W(N' )= ~)~=IV/('') 
B is any F-module. Therefore the vertical maps in the 
(2.11.4) 
Commutativity of the diagram is a routine matrix computation, once one 
notes that each gX] = Xjg (considered as F-linear maps) because g is an 
F(x l ,  x2)-homomorphism , and also that the map g: Vi ('°) ~ Vi (°;) restricts 
to the map g: T "°) ~ T ~'°') (with the same matrix g). Since the diagram 
commutes, it induces a map 9- (N)  --* ~,~(N') that we call 9-(g). 
Finally, we have to correct wo slight abuses of notation. (i) The module 
5r(N), as defined above, depends not only on the given module N, but 
also on the particular identification N = F (0'). To see that this does not 
affect the F-isomorphism class of 9-(N), stippose we have another 
F(x  1, x2)-module N' whose underlying vector space is also F "°) and such 
that N ~ N'. Let g be an F(x  l, x2)-isomorphism N m N'. Then commu- 
tativity of diagram (2.11.4) induces a F-isomorphism 9-(N) --- 5~-(N ') as 
desired. 
(ii) The second abuse is that the notation 9 - ( . . .  ) makes it appear that 
(the isomorphism class of) 5~-(N) is completely determined by F(x  l, x 2) 
and N. This is false, because the module 5~-(N) also depends upon the 
choice of generators x I and x 2 of F(x  l, x2). 
We can now state the first main result of this section. 
2.12. THEOREM. Let F be any F-algebra satisfying the conditions of 2.1. 
Then: 
(i) The additive F-linear functor ~ is a full exact embedding of 
Mod(F(x  l, x2)), the category of all (right) F (x  t, x2)-modules, into the 
category 7//'. In particular, -3-(N) ~ ,Y-(NO if and only if N -~ N'; and 
St (N)  is an indecomposable F-module if and only if N is an indecomposable 
F( x l , x 2 )-module. 
(ii) I f  the F( x l, xz )-module N has finite F-dimension, then the F-mod- 
ule 9-( N ) has finite length. 
Proof We make use of the equivalence of categories spa'F----7f 
in Corollary 2.10. Since 9- is the composition of the functor G: 
Mod(F(x  1, xz) )~ spTf  diagrammed in (2.11.4) with the equivalence 
sp 7f - -  7f, the "full embedding" part of statement (i) of our theorem 
holds if we can prove that G is a full embedding of categories. (Note that, 
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in making this statement, we are identifying every ~N with the inclusion 
map in Sp 7f  that it represents.) 
It is obvious that the functor G is additive and F-linear. Therefore, to 
establish that it is a full embedding, it suffices to show that G is an 
isomorphism on Hom groups. That G is one-to-one on Hom groups is 
immediately evident from the definition of G(g) given in diagram (2.11.4). 
To establish surjectivity, let N and N' be F(x  t, x2)-modules, and (~,  O): 
G(N)  ~ G(N' )  any homomorphism in sp 7f, where ~ and O are F-mod- 
ule maps taking K(N)  ~ K(N ' )  and W(N)  --* W(N'),  respectively. Then 
we obtain a commutative square from (2.11.4) by replacing the two vertical 
maps by ~ and O, respectively; that is, ~N 0 = ~--~N'" By Lemma 2.7, O is a 
diagonal map of the form gl ~ "'" ~ gs- It is now a routine matrix 
computation to show that in fact gl . . . . .  gs, that -~ is the diagonal 
map g~ • g~, as displayed in (2.11.4), and that g~X~ = X ig  I and g lX~ = 
Xzgi.Thus, (~,  O) = G(g 1) for some gl: N ~ N', completing the proof 
that G is an isomorphism on Horn groups. 
To complete the proof of statement (i), we show that the functor 3- 
preserves exact sequences of modules. Suppose, first, that we are given a 
short exact sequence of F(x  l, x2)-modules 
g 
N" L N ~ N'. (2.12.1) 
Applying the functor ~- to the short exact sequence (2.12.1), and using the 
definitions given in 2.11, yields the diagram 
LN,, PN" 
K(N")  ~ W(N")  --* 9-(N")  
t, N PN 
K(N)  ~ W(N)  ~ Y(N)  
PN' 
K(N ' )  ~ W(N' )  --. ~-(N')  
(2.12.2) 
in which each square commutes. By the definition of .~-, all three rows in 
(2.12.2) are exact. The first two columns are short exact since each is a 
direct sum of short exact sequences. Hence the third column is exact by 
the 9-Lemma. (See, for example, [Rt, Exercise 6.16, 175].). Thus, the 
functor 9- preserves hort exact sequences. 
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Since the functor ~- preserves short exact sequences, and since the 
category Mod(F(x, ,  x2)) contains submodules and factor modules, it 
follows that the functor 5 r preserves all exact sequences. (See, for exam- 
ple, [AF, Exercise 4, p. 189].) This completes the proof of statement (i). 
Since the statement (ii) follows immediately from the definition of ~q~-, 
our proof is complete. II 
Combining the previous theorem with a result of Brenner and Ringel 
immediately yields the first main result mentioned in the Introduction of 
this paper. Recall that R, denotes the first strongly inaccessible cardinal. 
2.13. THEOREM. Let F be any F-algebra satisfying the conditions of 2.1 
(e.g., AI(F) where F has characteristic zero), and let R be any F-algebra 
generated by less than ~, elements. Then there is a full exact F-linear 
embedding ~-n of Mod(R) into the category Mod(F) carryhlg nonzero 
R-modules to F-modules of socle-height 2. Moreover, if R is finitely gener- 
ated as an algebra over F, then ~-R maps R-modules of finite F-dimension to 
F-modules of finite length. 
Proof. By [BR, Theorem 2], there is a full exact F-linear embedding 
~'R of Mod(R) into the category Mod(F(x t, x2)). Moreover, if R is finitely 
generated as an algebra over F, then .fin maps modules of finite F-dimen- 
sion to modules of finite F-dimension. Composing W R with the functor J
in Theorem 2.12 then yields the desired 5rR whenever F satisfies the 
conditions of 2.1. 
Finally, Lemma 2.3 shows that AI(F) satisfies the conditions of 2.1. II 
It is now easy to obtain our extension of Farkas, Snider, and Quebb- 
mann's result: 
2.14. COROLLARY. Let F = AI(F) where F has characteristic zero, and 
R be any F-algebra generated by less than ~, elements. Then there is a 
F-module M of socle-height 2 whose F- ndomorphism algebra is R. If R is 
finite dimensional, then M can be chosen to have finite length. 
Proof Full embeddings that are F-linear preserve ndomorphism alge- 
bras of modules. Therefore the F-module SrR(R) has the desired endo- 
morphism algebra. II 
2.15. Remark. The conclusions of Theorem 2.13 and Corollary 2.14 
remain true if we take F to be the idealizer ing in Lemma 2.3 instead of 
At(F). (The same proofs work.) 
For later use, we need to visualize 9-(N) more explicitly. The interest- 
ing fact here is that its two socle layers are completely determined by the 
dimension of N as an F-vector space. All of the rest of the F(x~, x2)- 
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module structure of ~-(N)  is encoded into the extension that ties these 
socle layers together. 
2.16. PROPOSmON. Let F(xt ,  x 2) be the free F-algebra on the genera- 
tors x I and x2, and let F be any F-algebra satisfying the conditions of 2.1. 
Then for every F (x  t, x2)-module N: 
(i) ,~r(N) modulo its socle is isomorphic to the direct sum of dimF(N)  
copies of every S i (1 < i < 5). 
(ii) soc(9-(N)) is the direct sum of 3 • d imr(N)  copies of T. 
Proof. Let M = ,9-(N) and w = dimF(N). According to the definition 
of ,gr(N) in (2.11.3) we have M = W(N) / (K (N) )LN,  where W(N)= 
~/5=y.(,o). According to Lemma 2.6(iii), we have M~ soc(M) ~ W(N) /  
soc(W(N)). Therefore assertion (i) of the present lemma follows from the 
definition of W(N).  
To prove assertion (ii), first note that 
soc(W(N) )  = ~/5__1 soc(V,.(`O) ) = ~/5__tT/(~), (2.16.1) 
where the subscripts on the various copies of T ('°) show their position in 
the direct sum. 
The map ~N is a monomorphism that imposes amalgamation relations 
on the direct sum of these copies of T (`0), converting ~7=tT/(`0) to a 
non-direct sum S = E,s.=tU~ where U/ is the image of 7]. (`°) and is therefore 
isomorphic to T[ ` 0). Because of the amalgamation relation in the first row 
of the matrix ~N in (2.11.1), we have U 2 _ UI + U 4 + U s , and we can 
therefore delete U z from the expression for S. Similarly, the second row of 
the matrix t N in (2.11.1) allows us to delete U 3. Then we have 
soc(W/  K( N)~N) = U t • U 4 (~ U s -~ T (`0) ~ T (°') ~ T('). 
This proves statement (ii) of the proposition. II 
3. EXAMPLES OF MODULES 
In this section A t always refers to AL(F), where F has characteristic 
zero (the situation in which A t is a hereditary Noetherian simple domain). 
The other HNP that we shall make use of, denoted by A, is the idealizer 
of the maximal right ideal C = (x + y)A 1 of A l in Lemma 2.3. 
3.1. EXAMPLE. For every positive integer n there is an indecomposable 
right Al-mOdule M of finite length that is a sum of uniserial submodules of 
length 2, and such that each of its two socle layers has length >_ n. 
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Proof. Let F = Ap The module N -- F[Xl]/X'~F[x l] over the commu- 
tative polynomial ring F[x 1] is uniserial of length n and has F-dimension 
n. Moreover N can be considered to be a module over the free algebra 
F(Xl ,  x 2 ) by letting x 2 act as zero. 
Let 5 r be the full embedding in Theorem 2.12. Since N is an indecom- 
posable F(xt, Xz)-module, St(N) is an indecomposalbe F-module, and 
since N has finite F-dimension, 5r(N)  has finite length as a F-module. 
Since the F-dimension of N is n, Proposition 2.16 shows that the length 
of the top socle layer of 5r(N)  is 5n, while the length of the socle of 
.9-(N) is 3n. Moreover, the module W = W(N) has the form W = ~/5= 1W /
where each W~ is a direct sum of modules of length 2 and is isomorphic to 
its image in ~-(N). Therefore ~-(N) is a sum of uniserial submodules of 
length 2. | 
3.2. EXAMPLE. For every positive integer n, the HNP ring A has an 
indecomposable right module M of finite length that requires >_ n generators 
(and has socle height 2, with each socle layer of length > n). 
Proof. Construct he same module M = ~-R(N) as in Example 3.1, but 
use the ring A in place o fA  1. We can take the simple A-module S~ to be 
as described in Lemma 2.3(ii). We claim that M requires > n generators. 
To do this, it suffices to show that M can be mapped onto a module that 
requires n generators. By Lemma 2.3(ii), S~ n) requires n generators. And 
by Proposition 2.16(i), S~ ") is isomorphic to a direct summand of M/  
soc(M). | 
3.3. Infinitely Generated Modules. An old, well-known theorem of 
Prfifer states that every abelian group whose elements have bounded 
orders is the direct sum of copies of cyclic groups of prime power orders 
(and therefore its decompositions satisfy the Krull-Schmidt heorem). To 
set the stage for our next examples, we prove that a rather minor 
modification of this remains true for a class of HNPs that includes the 
hereditary orders studied in integral representation theory. To state this 
result, recall that an HNP ~ is called bounded if every essential 1-sided 
ideal contains a nonzero 2-sided ideal. Such rings have the property that 
every module of finite length is unfaithful. (Since .0 is a prime ring it 
suffices to prove this for cyclic modules of finite length. See [ER1, 1.3].) 
3.4. PROPOSmON. Let ~ be a bounded HNP. Then every ~-module of 
finite socle-height is a direct sum of cyclic uniserial modules (of finite length), 
and hence its decompositions satisfy the Krull-Schmidt theorem. 
Proof. This proof makes use of the theory of cycles of idempotent 
maximal ideals, introduced in [ER2, Sect. 2]. Since .0 is bounded, every 
maximal ideal is either invertible, or is idempotent and belongs to a 
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unique cycle of idempotent maximal ideals [L, 3.3 and 3.1]. For the 
purposes of this proof, we consider an invertible, maximal ideal to be a 
cycle of length 1, as in [ER2]. Let A be the set of cycles of maximal ideals 
of .Q, and for each a ~ A, let I~ be the intersection of all maximal ideals 
in a. Then I,~ is a maximal invertible ideal of .Q, and all maximal 
invertible ideals are of this form [ER2, 2.5 and 2.6]. 
Now let M be a given .Q-module of finite socle-height n. For each 
a ~ A let M~ be the set of elements m ~ M such that mI 2 = 0, where I" 
is the nth power of 14. Since M,~ is unfaithful, it is a direct sum of cyclic 
uniserial modules by Lemma 4.2(i) and (ii) below. Therefore it suffices to 
show that M= ~ ~AM,~. 
Directness of this sum is easy, since distinct cycles of idempotent 
maximal ideals are disjoint [ER2, 2.7], and hence 12 + I~ = .Q when 
a 4~/3. To see that this direct sum equals M, let 0 ~ m ~ M. Since M has 
finite socle-height, he ,Q-module m.Q has finite length; and since .Q is 
bounded, the .Q-module m.Q of finite length is unfaithful. Therefore 
Lemma 4.2 shows that m.Q is a direct sum of uniserial modules. It 
therefore suffices to show that every uniserial submodule U of M is 
contained in some M,~. This is accomplished by Lemma 4.3(i) which shows, 
in effect, that the annihilators of the composition-factors f U are maximal 
ideals that all belong to a single cycle. (See [ER2, 2.2; L, 3.3] for further 
details about this.) II 
We now show that the situation for A t differs drastically from the 
classical situation in the previous proposition. 
3.5. EXAMPLE (Cancellation). There exist (non-finitely generated) inde- 
composable A l-modules M ~ M' of socle-height 2 such that M • M' -~ 
M~M.  
Proof. The ring F = A 1 has a nonprincipal right ideal N' [MR2, 
7.11.8]. Since F is an Ore domain, N' and F are indecomposable 
F-modules. Moreover 
F~N' -~F~F.  (3.5.1) 
In fact Webber's theorem states that the direct sum of any two nonzero 
right ideals of F is isomorphic to F (2) [We; MR2, 7.11.6]. 
To convert (3.5.1) into an example involving F-modules of socle height 
2, note that F is a 2-generated F-algebra. Therefore we can consider any 
F-module to be a module over the free algebra F(x l ,  Y l) and apply the 
full embedding ~ of Theorem 2.12 to the relation in (3.5.1). This gives the 
desired relation, with M = St(F)  and M' = 3-(N').  II 
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Our final two examples, adapted from [W, BR] show two additional 
ways in which the Krull-Schmidt heorem can fail. 
3.6. EXAMPLE. (i) There exists an Al-mOdule M of socle-height 2, that 
has no indecomposable direct summands. 
(ii) There exists an Al-module M of socle-height 2 such that, for every 
integer n >_ 2, M can be written as the direct sum of n indecomposable 
modules. 
Proof. Recall that finite direct-sum decompositions of any module M 
correspond to direct-sum decompositions of the identity element of its 
endomorphism ring into a sum of orthogonal idempotents (the idempo- 
tents being the projections to the direct summands of M). By Corollary 
2.14, each countably generated F-algebra R is the endomorphism ring of 
some F = A l-module of socle-height 2. Thus, to obtain (i) it suffices to 
find a countably generated F-algebra R that has no primitive idempotent 
elements. 
For one easy such construction, let R,, be the direct product of 2" 
copies of F, for each positive integer n, and regard R n as an F-subalgebra 
of R,,+I by embedding each coordinate ring F of R,, diagonally into the 
direct product F x F of two consecutive coordinate rings of R,,+ I. Then 
let R = U ,, R,,. 
Similarly, to prove (ii) it suffices to find a countably generated F-algebra 
R such that, for every integer n > 2, the identity element of R can be 
written as a sum of n primitive idempotent elements. This is done in 
[Le, 9.1]. Alternatively, an earlier construction of B. Osofsky [O] over a 
field of characteristic 2 probably works in characteristic 0, too. 1 
4. GENERAL HNPs 
In this section F denotes an HNP, which we assume is not artinian. Our 
starting point is the following collection of known results. Most of (i) and 
(ii) is proved in [ER2]. (Recall that a module is called uniform if the 
intersection of any two nonzero submodules i again nonzero.) 
4.1. THEOREM. Every f .g.  right F-module M has a decomposition M = 
P • T, where 
(i) P is isomorphic to a direct sum of uniform right ideals of F and T 
has finite length. 
(ii) Suppose that every nonzero (2-sided) ideal of F contains an 
invertible ideal. Then T = T u • T c where (a) T,, is a direct sum of (neces- 
sarily cyclic) uniserial modules, and is annihilated by an invertible ideal, and 
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(b) T c is a module (necessarily cyclic) all of whose composition factors are 
faithful. 
(iii) See [ L, 3.3]. I f  every essential right ideal of 1" contains a nonzero 
2-sided ideal, then every nonzero 2-sided ideal contains an invertible ideal. 
Note that the Weyl algebra AI(F) (when F has characteristic 0) satisfies 
the condition in (ii) about invertible ideals, because A 1 has no proper 
ideals. On the other hand, the idealizer ring A studied in Section 2 does 
not satisfy this condition, because the unique proper ideal of A is 
idempotent. 
For more discussion about the structure of P, see the discussion of 
Ko(F) in Hodges [HI. In the rest of this section we study the summand T; 
that is, the case M -- T. Our objective is to delete the requirement, in part 
(ii), about invertible ideals, and restate the theorem appropriately. We 
begin by reviewing the basic machinery involved. In order to discuss the 
structure of unfaithful F-modules of finite length, we recall the following 
definition: A generalized uniserial ring R is a left and right artinian ring 
such that both R R and R R are direct sums of uniserial modules. 
4.2. LEMMA. (i) Every proper homomorphic image of F is a generalized 
uniserial ring ([ EG, 3.2] and, in sharper form, in [ Rb, 6.1]). 
(ii) Every module over a generalized uniserial ring is a direct sum of 
uniserial modules [EG, 1.2; Ku]. 
(iii) (Consequently) Every f .g. unfaithful F-module (has finite length 
and) is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
If F is commutative, or more generally, one of the HNPs studied in 
integral representation theory, all F-modules of finite length are unfaith- 
ful. The interesting new ingredient in Eisenbud and Robson's study of 
modules over general HNPs is the presence of faithful modules of finite 
length. The next three lemmas assemble some known machinery for 
dealing with the relationship between faithful and unfaithful modules of 
finite length. 
4.3. LEMMA. (i) Let T, S be simple right F-modules such that 
Ext~-(T, S) ~ O, and let I be an invertible ideal of F. Then TI = 0 if and 
only if SI = O. 
(ii) Let S be an unfaithful simple F-module that is not annihilated by 
any invertible ideal of F. Then there is a uniserial F-module V such that 
soc(V) -~ S and V /  rad(V) is faithful. 
Proof. This lemma is a slight reorganization of results of Goodearl and 
Warfield [GW]. Each annihilator, annrS and annrT, is either a maximal 
ideal or zero (since every proper homomorphic image of the ring F is 
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artinian, by Lemma 4.2); and every maximal ideal of the HNP F is either 
invertible or idempotent [ER2, 2.2]. We make use of the notion of a cycle 
of idempotent maximal ideals, introduced in [ER2, p. 91]. Before proceed- 
ing to the proof of the lemma itself, we prove: 
Suppose an idempotent maximal ideal M of F contains an 
invertible ideal I. Then M belongs to a unique cycle ~ of 
idempotent maximal ideals, and every ideal in ~ contains I. 
(4.3.1) 
Since M is an idempotent maximal ideal containing the invertible ideal 
I, M is part of some cycle ~' of maximal ideals such that all ideals in 
contain I [ER2, 2.4]. Since distinct cycles are disjoint [ER2, 2.7], ~ is the 
unique such cycle. 
Now we prove statement (i) by considering three cases. 
Case 1. annrT or annrS is an invertible maximal ideal. Then T = S 
by [GW, Propositions 4 and 2, respectively], so the assertion to be proved 
is obvious. In the remaining cases we can suppose that neither T nor S is 
annihilated by an invertible maximal ideal. 
Case 2. SI = 0 with I invertible. In particular, annrS is nonzero and 
is therefore a maximal ideal. By the assumption at the end of Case 1, 
annrS is therefore an idempotent maximal ideal. By (4.3.1) the idempo- 
tent maximal ideal annrS belongs to a cycle ~¢ of idempotent maximal 
ideals, and all ideals in ~' contain I. 
Since Ext~-(T, S) 4:0, the ideal annrT belongs to ~ (in fact occurs in 
immediately after annrS) [GW, Theorem 11]. Since all ideals in ~ contain 
I, we have TI = 0, as desired. 
Case 3. TI = 0 with I invertible. As in Case 2, annrT is an idempotent 
maximal ideal and belongs to a cycle ~ of idempotent maximal ideals, and 
all ideals in ~' contain I. Since Ext}-(T, S) 4: 0, annrS is the ideal in 
that precedes annrT [GW, Corollary 13]. Therefore SI = 0, and the proof 
of Statement (i) is complete. 
Statement (ii). Let S be any unfaithful simple F-module. Thus annrS is 
a maximal ideal. According to [GW, Theorem 22], exactly one of three 
possibilities occurs, that they call (a)-(c). Possibility (c) is the conclusion 
stated in Statement (ii) of our lemma, so it suffices to show that neither 
possibility (a) nor (b) occurs. Possibility (b) is that annrS belongs to some 
cycle of idempotent maximal ideals. The intersection of all ideals in this 
cycle is an invertible ideal [ER2, 2.5] and annihilates S, contrary to our 
hypothesis on S. Thus (b) does not occur. Possibility (a) is that S is 
annihilated by an invertible maximal ideal, again contrary to our hypothe- 
sis on S. II 
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4.4. LEMMA. Let S, M be modules of finite length over any ring R, and 
suppose that Ext l (x ,  S) = 0 for every composition factor X of M. Then 
Ext,~(M, S) = 0. 
Proof Let X be any simple submodule of M. Then the short exact 
sequence X "--, M ~ M/  X yields an exact sequence Extln(M/ X, S) ---, 
Ext , (M,  S) ~ Ext l (x ,  S). The last term is zero by hypothesis, and the 
first term is zero by induction on the composition length of M. Therefore 
Ext~(M,S)  = 0. | 
4.5. LEMMA. Let V be a finitely generated module over some ring R, and 
suppose that V /  rad(V) = U • F where U is a direct sum of unfaithful 
simple R-modules and F is a direct sum of faithful simple R-modules. I f  a 
projective R-module P, which does not have fnite length, can be mapped 
onto U, then P can be mapped onto V [LR, 1.11]. 
We now state our main result. 
4.6. THEOREM. Every F-module M of finite length has a decomposition 
M = M. • M h (4.6.1) 
such that 
(i) M, is a direct sum of uniserial modules, and is annihilated by an 
invertible Meal of F. 
(ii) M h is a homomorphic hnage of a uniform right ideal of F, and no 
composition factor of M h is annihilated by an invertible ideal of F. 
4.7. Remarks. (i) We actually prove a bit more about M h. Let J be 
any uniform right ideal of F. We prove that J contains a right ideal H 
such that H maps onto M h and no composition factor of J /H  is 
annihilated by an invertible ideal. 
(ii) Since M h is a homomorphic image of a right ideal of F, M h is a 
submodule of a cyclic module. 
• Proof of Theorem 4.6. Step 1. We prove that there is a decomposition 
(4.6.1) such that M, is annihilated by an invertible ideal, and no composi- 
tion factor of M h is annihilated by an invertible ideal. We do this by 
induction on the length of M, the assertion being clear if M = 0. 
We may now suppose that M 4= 0, and therefore has a simple submod- 
ule S. This yields a short exact sequence 
S ~ M ~ N. (4.7.1) 
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By induction there is a decomposition N = N, • N' where N, is annihi- 
lated by some invertible ideal and no composition factor of N'  is annihi- 
lated by an invertible ideal. Let the full inverse images of N, and N'  in M 
be M~ and M 2, respectively. Then we have 
M=M~ +M z with M~ AM 2=S.  (4.7.2) 
We consider two cases. 
Case 1. S is annihilated by some invertible ideal. There is a short exact 
sequence S ~ M 2 ~ N'. By Lemma 4.3(i), Ext~-(X, S) = 0 for every com- 
position factor X of N'. Therefore, by Lemma 4,4, Ext~-(N', S) = 0; and 
therefore S is a direct summand of M e with the complementary summand 
isomorphic to N'. Thus M-= M~ • N', as claimed in the statement of 
Step 1. 
Case 2. S is annihilated by no invertible ideal. In this case the short 
exact sequence S ~ M I ~ N, splits, as in Case 1, and we therefore have 
M --- N, • M2, completing the proof of Case 2. 
Step 2. The summand M, in decomposition (4.6.1) is a direct sum of 
uniserial modules. M, is unfaithful, since all of its composition factors are 
unfaithful and F is a prime ring. Lemma 4.2(iii) completes the proof. 
Step 3. The statement in Remark 4.7(i) holds. Let J be given. Since all 
right ideals of F are projective, it suffices to find H that maps onto 
Mj,/rad M h, and such that no composition factors of J /H  is annihilated 
by an invertible ideal. Thus we can suppose that M h is a semisimple 
module. Say M/, = SI • " -  • S,, • W where every S i is an unfaithful 
simple module and W is a direct sum of faithful simple modules. 
For each i let V/ be a uniserial F-module whose socle is S i and such 
that V J  rad V,. is faithful. This V, exists, by Lemma 4.3(ii), since Si is 
unfaithful and not annihilated by an invertible ideal. Moreover, no compo- 
sition factor of V/ is annihilated by an invertible ideal, as one can see by 
repeated use of Lemma 4.3(i). It now suffices to show that J maps onto 
V= VI • - . .  • V,,~ W. Since V/rad(V) is a direct sum of faithful 
simple modules, this follows from Lemma 4.5, with P = J and U = O. II 
4.8. Remarks. (i) Note that the module M h in Theorem 4.6 can 
contain unfaithful direct summands. By Lemma 4.2, any such summand V 
is a direct sum of uniserial modules. Thus one might ask why we did not 
state the theorem in such a way that V c M,,. The reason is that (unlike 
the situation in which the composition factors of V are annihilated by 
invertible ideals) V is always a submodule of a cyclic module no matter 
how many uniserial direct summands it has. 
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(ii) As mentioned in Remarks 4.7, M h is a submodule of a cyclic 
module. When is M h actually cyclic? This is equivalent to asking when F 
can be mapped onto M h. The answer is that M h is cyclic unless it has too 
many unfaithful "top" composition factors. See Lemma 4.5 for the precise 
answer. (Take P = F = R.) 
(iii) The original Eisenbud-Robson Theorem 4.1(ii) can be recovered 
from our main Theorem 4.6. It suffices to show that, in their situation, M h 
is cyclic. By the previous paragraph, it suffices to show that all composition 
factors of M h are faithful. The precise significance of the Eisenbud- 
Robson hypothesis about the existence of "enough invertible ideals" is 
that unfaithful simple modules are then annihilated by invertible ideals, 
and therefore cannot appear as composition factors of M h. 
This is not a new proof of their result, however, since most of their 
machinery was used in our proof of Theorem 4.6. 
It is known that there is no bound to the number of generators needed 
for right ideals in HNPs. However, the following application of our main 
theorem shows that there is a single HNP with right ideals requiring 
arbitrarily many generators. 
4.9. COROLLARY. For every positive integer n the HNP A in Lemma 2.3 
has a right ideal H that requires n gene'rators. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that, for every n, A has a right ideal 
requiring > n generators. We may suppose that n 4~ 1. By Example 3.2, 
A has an indecomposable module M of finite length that requires > n 
generators. In the notation of Theorem 4.6, M = M h and therefore some 
right ideal H can be mapped onto M. It follows that H requires > n 
generators. | 
Remark. The authors have recently learned that Corollary 4.9 is a 
special case of the following unpublished result of J. T. Stafford. Let A be 
any prime Noetherian ring whose nonzero 2-sided ideals have nonzero 
intersection. Then the conclusion of Corollary 4.9 holds. This, in turn, 
follows from [S, Lemma 1] plus a bit of work. 
4.10. LEMMA. Let U be an unfaithful F-module of finite length and X a 
maximal ideal of F. Then X contains the annihilator of U if and only if X 
annihilates ome composition factor of U. 
Proof. Note that the annihilator of every unfaithful simple F-module is 
a maximal ideal, because very proper homomorphic image of the ring F 
is artinian [Lemma 4.2(i)]. 
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Let B be the annihilator of U, and suppose that B G X. Choose a 
composition series of U and let X i be the annihilator of the i th composi- 
tion factor in this series (counting from the top). Then the product 
X IX2 . . .  Xn annihilates U and is therefore contained in B, hence in X. 
Since maximal ideals are prime, some X~ G X. Maximality of Xi shows 
that X i = X. Therefore X annihilates the i th composition factor of U. 
Conversely, suppose that X annihilates a composition factor S of U. 
Then B + X also annihilates S. Since F does not annihilate S, we must 
have BGX.  II 
For our final application we prove a simultaneous decomposition theo- 
rem for a projective module and a submodule, over any HNP. Earlier 
versions of this result were proved for commutative Dedekind rings by 
Steinitz [St], for classical maximal orders by Knebusch [Kn], for Dedekind 
prime rings by Eisenbud and Robson [ER1, 3.12], and for HNPs in which 
every nonzero ideal contains an invertible ideal by Levy and Robson [LR, 
Sect. 3]. See [LR, Introduction and (3.6)] for a discussion of other aspects 
of this theorem and its history. 
4.11. THEOREM. Let N be a submodule of a f .g.  projectit,e module P 
ouer an HNP ring F. Then there exist simultaneous decompositions 
P= ~iPi N= ~. (P iNN)  (eachP iun i fo rm) .  (4.11.1) 
Proof. Our proof consists of reassembling the blocks of the proof given 
in [LR, Sect. 3], suitably modified. By [LR, 3.1] there exists a decomposi- 
tion P = P' • S where N is an essential submodule of P'. After writing 
the projective module S as a direct sum of uniform modules, we can 
change notation and suppose that N is an essential submodule of P, and 
hence [MR2, 7.4] P~ N has finite length. Let u: P --* T = P~ N be the 
natural surjection. 
It suffices to find a pair of decompositions 
P = P, ~ "'" ~ Pn T = I,'1 • . . .  ~ V,, (4.11.2) 
such that each Pi is uniform and can be mapped onto V,.. For then, by the 
Lifting and Straightening Theorem [LR, 1.5], the summands Pi can be 
isomorphically replaced (i.e., replaced with new summands, isomorphic to 
the old ones) to achieve u(Pi) = V,. for every i. It follows immediately that 
N = ker(u) = ~i (el n N). 
In the notation of Theorem 4.6, let T = T,, • Ta. In particular, there is 
an F-module surjection 
H ~ T h (4.11.3) 
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with H a uniform right ideal of F. We claim that P has a decomposition 
P = P~ • P' (4.11.4) 
with P~ isomorphic to a uniform right ideal (not necessarily H)  that can 
be mapped onto T h. 
There is a surjection g: P --* T h and, since P is projective, this can be 
factored through the surjection in (4.11.3), yielding 
g:P - -~H ~ T h. 
Since F is hereditary, the submodule ~(P)  of H is projective, and 
therefore P '= ker(a) is a direct summand of P. The complementary 
summand Pt is isomorphic to the submodule a (P )  o f /4 ,  and is therefore 
isomorphic to a uniform right ideal of F as claimed in (4.11.4). 
By decomposing P', we refine (4.11.4) to a decomposition 
P = PI ~ "'" ~ P,, (each Pi uniform).  (4.11.5) 
Next, let f :  P --* T,, be the composition of the natural surjection P ~ T 
with the projection map T ~ T,,. Since 7", is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules and P is projective, the summands Pi in (4.11.5) can be isomor- 
phically replaced to achieve f (P )= ~i f (P i )  [LR, 1.10]. Let U /=f (P i ) .  
Since the Krull-Schmidt heorem holds for direct sums of modules of finite 
length, each U,. is a direct sum of uniserial modules annihilated by 
invertible ideals. We have 
T= ( U, T,,) m U2 e " . U,,. 
This will be the decomposition of T needed in (4.11.2), if we can show that 
P~ can be mapped onto U~ • 7"/,. Since P~ is projective, it suffices to show 
that P~ can be mapped onto (U~ • 7"1,) / rad(U~ • Th). Therefore we can 
suppose that U~ and T h are semisimple (and Pt can be mapped onto each 
of U t and 7"/,). 
We can write T h = U' • F where U' is a direct sum of unfaithful simple 
modules and F is a direct sum of faithful simple modules. Then U~ • T h 
= U~ • U' ~9 F. If we can show that P~ can be mapped onto U~ ~ U', it 
will follow from Lemma 4.5 that PI can be mapped onto U~ ¢9 U' • F. 
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We know that PI can be mapped onto U~ and onto U' (the latter 
because P~ can be mapped onto Th). Thus it suffices to show that U~A -- 0 
and U'B = 0 where A and B are 2-sided ideals uch that A + B = F. Let 
A and B be the annihilators of U~ and U', respectively, and suppose that 
A + B 4~ F. Then some maximal ideal X contains both A and B. There- 
fore X annihilates some composition factor S of U' (Lemma 4.10). Since 
X D A, we have SA = 0. But this is a contradiction because, by Theorem 
4.6, the annihilator A of T,, is an invertible ideal and the composition 
factor S of (U' hence) T h is not annihilated by any invertible ideal. | 
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